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Screw dislocation dynamics in confinement-induced layering of Yukawa liquids after quenching
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Screw dislocation filaments (SDFs) with undefined phases and winded around by helical isophase fronts are
fundamental topological defects, which can be used for characterizing the disorder of layered solids and unstable
traveling waves. Here, we numerically demonstrate the observation of fluctuating SDFs in the transient relaxation
of confinement-induced layering of Yukawa liquids after quenching. We classify the generic dynamical behaviors
of screw dislocations (SDs) and unravel their topological origins, which are elusive fundamental issues for
general layered systems. It is found that the spatiotemporal growth and decay of layer undulation instability
causing sequential rupture and reconnection of a stack of layers are the keys for the formation of SD loops or
strings of connected SDFs with alternating helicities, and their spatiotemporal fluctuations. The breaking and
reconnection of two approaching SDFs with opposite or the same helicities can form two new separated SDFs.
This causes an SD loop to be shed from or merged with another SD loop. The total number of SDs decreases
and levels off with increasing time from quenching.
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Screw dislocations (SDs) with undefined phases winded
around by helical isophase fronts (surfaces or fronts with
the same phases) are fundamental filament-like defects. They
widely exist in various three-dimensional (3D) systems with
layered structures such as solids [1–4] and traveling waves
[5–17]. They can be used as singular objects to characterize
the structure and/or dynamics of those systems. For exam-
ple, in addition to SDs in 3D crystals at the microscopic
level [1], SDs were recently found in stacks of macroscopic
solid layered structures, such as naturally formed biomineral-
ized nacres [2,3] and block-copolymer layers [4]. The former
demonstrated the generation and annihilation of SD pairs with
opposite topological charges (helicities) in layer growth [2,3].
After the layers have fully grown, SDs in solids mainly remain
static with frozen dynamics.

In acoustic and optical waves, SDs (also named acoustic
vortices and optical vortices, respectively) can be passively
generated through the interference of linear waves with pro-
gramed phase difference [5–13,17]. In contrast, SDs with
unfrozen dynamics can be spontaneously generated in un-
stable nonlinear traveling waves [14–16]. By monitoring
the particle density evolution in an xy plane normal to
the wave propagation direction, the experiments described
in Refs. [14–16] involving self-excited dust acoustic waves
demonstrated the spontaneous emergence of chaotic SD fil-
aments (SDFs) in the xyt space. The temporal growth of a
modulation or kink instability causing waveform undulation,
rupture, and reconnection was found to be the key for the
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spontaneous pair generation of SDFs with opposite helicities
[14]. However, the generic dynamical behaviors of SDs re-
main elusive due to the difficulty of monitoring the waveform
evolution in the xyz space under high wave speed.

Liquids under tight confinement are intensively studied
fundamental mesoscopic systems, exhibiting rich structural
and dynamical behaviors different from bulk liquids [18–35].
Microscopically, the flat confinement boundary suppresses
the transverse thermal motion, lines up particles, and causes
the formation of layers near the flat boundary, which can be
extended inward by cooling [24,27,33,35]. In the transient re-
laxation after quenching, the evolving layered structure could
be associated with layer undulation and mismatches, which
possibly allows spontaneous SD formation with unfrozen
dynamics.

Nevertheless, regardless of their potential as good can-
didates for unraveling the generic behaviors of SDs with
unfrozen dynamics, previous studies on confined mesoscopic
liquids have been mainly from the conventional viewpoint of
particle microstructure and motion. Studies of layer forma-
tion [18–35], the associated sluggish dynamics [20,27,32],
and various 3D crystalline ordered domains in the steady
state after deep cooling [32–35] are a few good examples.
Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to the rich dy-
namical behaviors in the transient relaxation after quenching,
especially not from the perspective of SDs and their generic
dynamical behaviors and topological origins.

Here, using a relaxing 3D Yukawa liquid confined by two
parallel flat boundaries after quenching as a platform, we
numerically demonstrate spontaneously formed SD filaments
(SDFs). By monitoring the evolving stereo layering fronts
surrounding SDFs, their generic dynamical behaviors such as
SD emergence, shape variation, interaction, and annihilation
in the relaxation are classified. Their topological origins are
unraveled. The findings should also be generic for other gen-
eral unstable layered systems.
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FIG. 1. (a) Side-view snapshots of particle configurations in the lower half of the thin vertical slab (3.5 D in thickness) normal to the
boundary, at t = 0 τ , 4 τ , 9.6 τ , and 24 τ . The first layer is located at z/D = 1. The red ellipses highlight the regions without perfect layering
alignment. (b) Color-coded plots of particle local density n (top) and the corresponding phase φ (bottom) on the xy, xz, and yz planes, at
t = 24 τ . The crosses denote defect locations with undefined phases. (c) Sequential snapshots of SDFs in the entire simulation box. The green
arrow indicates the small SD loops. (d) Same plot as that of the SDFs in (c) at t = 24 τ , but from another viewing angle showing the SDFs
in the form of loops (loops I–III). (e) Temporal evolution of the vertical distribution of SD number Nz, with the inset depicting the temporal
evolution of the spatial average of Nz over z.

The Langevin-type equations through coupled Yukawa in-
teractions of 524 288 particles are used for our molecular
dynamics simulation (see more details in the Supplemental
Material (SM) [36]). The system is quenched from the liquid
state with temperature T = 14.33 TL to T = 0.95 TL at time
t = 0, where TL is the transition temperature to the state with
layering extending over the entire liquid. This allows the
formation of 49 layers between two parallel flat confinement
plates.

Figure 1(a) shows typical side-view snapshots of particle
configurations in the lower half of a thin vertical slab 3.5 D
in thickness and normal to the flat boundaries, at different
t values, t = 0 τ , 4 τ , 9.6 τ , and 24 τ , for a typical run af-
ter quenching. Here, τ = 105 τ0 (see the definition of τ0 in
the SM [36]), and D is the mean interlayer distance, which
is 0.87 a (a is the mean separation between two adjacent
intralayer particles). Figure 1(a) clearly demonstrates the in-
vasion of the fluctuating layering front from the boundary
toward the center. At t = 9.6 τ , layering fully extends over
the entire system, which is the time for accurately identifying
SDs. Note that not all the layers are perfectly aligned [e.g., the
regions highlighted by ellipses in Fig. 1(a)].

To characterize the local layering order, we further calcu-
late n(x, y, z), the normalized local particle density, by setting
the spatiotemporally averaged n = 1 (see SM [36]). The top
panel of Fig. 1(b) shows the typical stereo snapshot color-
coded by n on the xy, xz, and yz surfaces at t = 24 τ . The
center of the front xz plane corresponds to the center of
the region highlighted by an ellipse in the rightmost panel
of Fig. 1(a). Consistent with the wavy layering pattern in
Fig. 1(a), the top panel of Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the wavy
pattern with amplitude and phase modulation, as more clearly
demonstrated by the plots of the corresponding phase φ of n
in the bottom panel of Fig. 1(b).

As shown in Fig. 1(b), defects emerge (labeled by crosses)
at the vertices of the pitchfork-shaped n pattern, or at the ends
of interface lines between the white and the black patches in
the xy plane, where the local amplitudes A and phases φ of
n are null and undefined, respectively (see more details for
computing A and φ and locating SDs in the SM [36]).

Figure 1(c) shows a few stereo plots of SD configurations
in the 3D simulation box (120 D × 120 D × 50 D) at a few
typical t , where SDFs with +1 and −1 topological charges
are color-coded by blue and red, respectively (see more ex-
amples of the SD plots from other runs from the same initial
temperature, sequential snapshots showing the temporal evo-
lution of SDFs in the region highlighted by an ellipse, and
the charge determination in the SM [36]). Figure 1(d) shows
the corresponding stereo SD plot at t = 24 τ viewing from
another angle.

Basically, SDs appear in the form of chaotic filaments
with small-scale wiggling and large-scale zigzag fluctuations,
composed of connected SDF segments with alternating topo-
logical charges. SDFs can form small loops [e.g., indicated by
the arrow in Fig. 1(c)] and large loops [labeled as loops I–III
in Fig. 1(d)], or periodic long strings with the same spatial
periods as the simulation box width (Fig. S6(c) of the SM
[36]). As shown in Fig. 1(c), with increasing t from 9.6 τ

to 24 τ the small-scale zigzag fluctuations and the small SD
loops gradually disappear. From t = 16 τ to t = 24 τ , the
system nearly reaches the steady state with only a few large
closed SD loops exhibiting small wiggling.

Figure 1(e) shows how Nz, the number of SDs in the xy
plane of the entire simulation box at different z, averaged
over 13 repeated runs with the same quenching process but
different starting microconfigurations, changes with z and t .
The plateau-shaped Nz distribution with fast descending tails
at both ends indicates the increasing layering order by the
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FIG. 2. (a) Stereo plot of layer crest surfaces (isophase surface of φ = 0), color-coded by height z′ around a pair of SDFs with opposite
charges in the xyz space. (b) and (c) Decomposed plots viewing from different angles. (d) Crest positions in the yz plane normal to and through
the center of the surface covering the filament pair shown in (a). (e) Plots showing the O-shaped SD loops composed of SDF pairs and spanning
over five (left panel) and two (right panel) layers, and (f) a W-shaped SD string composed of connected SDF segments with alternating charges.
The arrows in (a), (d), and (e) indicate the kink locations. The vector lengths of the coordinates equal 1 D and 2 D in the z direction and in the
x and y directions, respectively.

increasing confinement effect approaching the confinement
boundary. The plateau height exhibits fast initial decay and
then levels off with increasing t . The former evidences the
gradual inward propagation of layering order from the bound-
ary region, while the latter indicates that highly suppressed
thermal agitations after quenching cannot overcome energy
landscape barriers to induce SD-free perfect layering in the
later stage after quenching. The inset of Fig. 1(e) indicates that
〈Nz〉, the spatial average of Nz, over z also gradually levels off
after the fast initial decay.

What is the 3D layer structure near SDFs? Figure 2(a)
shows the isophase surfaces of φ = 0 (corresponding to the
crest surfaces of the wavy n patterns in the xyz space) labeled
by the layer number i (i = 0 is the first layer before the onset
of SDF pair generation) and color-coded by height z′ (z′ = 0
is the averaged height of layer 0) surrounding a V-shaped SDF
composed of two SDF segments winded around by helical
crest surfaces with opposite helicities. Namely, they have op-
posite topological charges (see SM [36] for the decomposed
waveform and charge definition).

How are the SDF segments with opposite charges in the
xyz space formed in a pairwise manner? In addition to the plot
in Fig. 2(a), this can be more clearly illustrated by Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c) showing the decomposed stereo plots of the few crest
surfaces viewed from different angles, and Fig. 2(d) showing
the crest positions in the yz plane normal to and intersecting
the surface covering the two SDF segments in Fig. 2(a). These
figures demonstrate that the gradually decreasing confinement
effect with increasing normal distance from the boundary
facilitates the more easily thermally excited layer undulation
instability. This causes the wavy crest pattern and the forma-
tion of a local kink indicated by the arrows on surface i = 0 in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). The spatial growth of the instability with
increasing z causes the sequential rupturing along lines with
finite length on the stack of crest surfaces with increasing i.
The reconnection of the upward bending part of the ruptured
crest i with the downward bending part on the opposite side
of the upper crest i + 1 [see Fig. 2(c) for a better view] leads
to the formation of a pair of SDFs winded around by crest
surfaces with opposite helicities and located at the two ends
of the ruptured-reconnected lines of crest surfaces, where the
phases are not defined.

Note that the above mechanism of the SDF pair generation
shares the same topological origin of sequential rupturing and
reconnection of isophase surfaces after kink formation due to

the temporal growth of undulation instability as those found
in the xyt space for an unstable 3D plane dust acoustic wave
traveling in the z direction [14–16].

As shown in Fig. 2(e), through a reverse process, an SDF
can annihilate in a pairwise manner with its own twin sister
and form a small vertical O-shaped loop after pair generation.
The height of the O-shaped loop can extend from about 1 D
to several D. A single SDF segment can also extend apart
from its twin sister after pair generation and connect with
an SDF segment with an opposite charge from another SDF
pair [Fig. 2(f)]. The repeated SDF pair generation-annihilation
processes are the keys for the formation of the large-scale
crown-shaped (zigzag-shaped) SD loop composed of con-
nected SDF segments with alternating topological charges
depicted in Fig. 1, under the conservation of total topological
charge.

Now let us focus on the key SDF dynamical processes
and their topological origins after pair generation. Figure 3(a)
shows an example of the sequential stereo plots of an SDF
pair and the surrounding crest surfaces in the xyz space. With
increasing t , for the crest below the initial SDF pair tip, the
temporal growth of the undulation instability enhances kink
formation and causes rupturing of a local region and, in turn,
the downward advance of the V-shaped SDF pair. Reversely,
the temporal decay of the undulation instability can cause
the backward advance of the SDF pair tip (Fig. S6(a) of the
SM [36]).

The spatiotemporal growth and decay of the undulation
instability lead to the following basic SDF dynamical pro-
cesses, depicted by the examples of sequential snapshots of
SDF configurations. Basically, the shapes and the positions
of SDFs fluctuate spatiotemporally under thermal agitation,
associated with the fluctuations of the heights of the SDF pair
tips and the width between the adjacent SDFs. Figure 3(b)
shows that the gradual approach of tips A and B shortens and
diminishes the SDF between them. Similarly, the decay of the
undulation instability can also shrink or diminish a vertical SD
loop composed of two SDF segments with opposite charges
(not shown).

Figure 3(c) shows that the horizontal fluctuation of SDF
segments can cause necking and pinching of two adjacent
SDF segments with opposite charges, followed by their break-
ing and reconnection. It can induce the detachment of a
small SD loop from the cusp region of two connected SDF
segments.
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FIG. 3. (a) Sequential plots showing that the temporal growth of kinking-rupture-reconnection instability in the layers below the initial
SDF pair tip can lead to the downward advance of the V-shaped SDF pair in the xyz space. (b)–(d) Temporal evolution of SDFs in the xyz
space showing examples of three basic SDF processes: straightening of a zigzag SDF string (b), detachment of an O-shaped loop from a
V-shaped SDF string through pinching-breaking-reconnection of two horizontally approaching SDFs with opposite charges (c), and breaking-
reconnection of two horizontally approaching SDFs with the same charge (d). In (d), the separation of the two SDFs after reconnection can
be better illustrated from another angle, shown in the separate panel at right. (e) Dissociation of a large SD loop into two separated loops (top
view) through the process shown in (d) in the region highlighted by ellipses. The vector lengths of the coordinates equal 1 D and 4 D in the z
direction and in the x and y directions, respectively.

Can the two horizontally approaching SDF segments with
the same charge also be spontaneously broken and recon-
nected to form two different separated SDFs? As shown in
the sequential snapshots in Fig. 3(d), the two separated SDF
segments with ends A-B and C-D, and different tilting angles
in the xyz space, move toward each other, form a large X,
break at the intersection points, and reconnect to form two
separated new SDF segments, with ends A-D and C-B (also
see the separate panel at right from a different angle).

Figure 3(e) further shows an example of the detachment
of a small SDF (loop III) through the same pathway as in
Fig. 3(d) after thermally induced SD loop indentation and
pinching in the regions highlighted by ellipses in Fig. 3(e).

Note that the processes which are the reverse of the ba-
sic processes shown in Fig. 3 have also been observed (see
Figs. S6(a)–S6(d) of the SM [36]).

In conclusion, by monitoring the microevolution of
confinement-induced layering in a quenched 3D Yukawa liq-
uid numerically, we demonstrated the formation of SDFs and
unraveled their transient spatiotemporal relaxation, through
classifying their basic dynamical processes and constructing
clear micropictures from the stereo particle density wave-
forms surrounding SDFs. It is found that after layering
extending over the entire liquid, SDFs appear in the form of
small loops, composed of two SDF segments with opposite
charges, and zigzag-shaped larger loops or strings, composed
of connected SDF segments with alternating charges. With
increasing t , the small-scale spatial fluctuations of SDFs grad-
ually decrease, leaving large SD loops or long SD strings
exhibiting slower temporal fluctuations.

The basic dynamical processes of SDFs after pair gener-
ation can be classified as follows: (a) The first category is
vertical propagation of the cusp formed by two connected

SDF segments with opposite charges. This can cause the anni-
hilation of two vertically approaching adjacent cusps, which
shrink or diminish a small SD loop, or straighten a zigzag
SDF composed of two SDF segments sandwiching a center
SDF segment with opposite helicity. (b) The second category
involves the breaking and reconnection of two horizontally
approaching adjacent SDFs with opposite charges. This pro-
cess can detach a small vertical SD loop from the SDF cusp
tip region. (c) The third category involves the breaking and
reconnection of two horizontally approaching SDFs with the
same charge; this process splits an indented large SD loop
into two separated SD loops. (d) The fourth category includes
processes which are the reverse of the processes in categories
(a)–(c).

The spatial growth of the undulation instability due to
decreasing confinement-induced layering with increasing nor-
mal distance to the confinement boundary can cause local
kink formation in the layer crest surface, followed by the
sequential rupture and reconnection of a stack of trailing crest
surfaces. This is the key for the pair generation of SDFs with
opposite helicities at the two ends of the rupture-reconnect
lines on the crest surfaces in the xyz space. The reverse process
leads to the approach of an SDF to another conjugate SDF
and the annihilation of these two SDFs. Similar rupture and
reconnection of crest surfaces through the temporal growth
and decay of the undulation and kinking instability can cause
the vertical and horizontal motion of SDFs, which govern the
SDF dynamical processes after SDF pair generation.

Note that regardless of the changes in κ and the gap width,
the above SD behaviors are general in the confined liquid after
quenching, if the system is ordered enough to allow layering
extending to the center region and weakly unstable to such a
degree as to allow undulation instability causing layer rupture
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and reconnection (see more details in Sec. S6 of the SM [36]).
This work sheds light on and opens another window on

understanding and testing the generic behaviors of SDF for-
mation, motion, and interactions for various extended systems
with unstable layers or wave fronts. It also provides an alter-
native perspective from which to understand and characterize

the transient dynamics of confinement-induced layering of a
liquid after quenching.
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